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Airable
Reference kit with the Stream1955 module

Overview
Airable.api from TuneIn Media connects hardware and companion apps to multiple online sources 
of content, including music subscription services, airable radio station and podcast catalogue.
Fully integrated into StreamSDK, airable.api offers the ability to implement one API instead of MANY, 
which reduces the time, effort and cost of implementing and maintaining each service natively and 
usually takes just a few weeks to implement, depending on the hardware platform and the UI 
definition.

Why you should choose airable.api?
 Reduce time to market by integrating one API
 Ready for all device form factors
 6 million+ devices with airable Services installed and in use.
 Consumers experience aggregated navigation and control of multiple online services 

through a single App.
 Add media catalogues and music services without updating devices.
 Updates for media catalogues and music services usually don’t require software 

updates.
 Technical and administration issues are handled by airable.
 Testing and Certification is handled by airable, and certification partner, Sound 

Certificate GmbH.


